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This paper pfeiMUmwro^oroeaa^renKnta of atinrathal 
asymmetries io the accelerating fields of the SLAC disk-loaded 
waveguide. These Qeld asymmetries lead to RFphase-depenJent 
beam sleeting which can be detrimental to operation of linear 
accelerator* in Sonera] and of the SLAC linear Collider io pai-
ttadsr-

Intfodecitoa 

The work presented here was motivated by two «. 
the first onr> ieft over from an old trnexpbined observation 
in the SLAC llnae, the second one prompted by a practical 
retirement of Ihe SLAC Linear Collider (StjCL When the 
SLAC linac was being designed, it was understood that am
plitude asymmetries in the acccleratiug Held1 which bad been 
observed along the X-axis [sec Fig. 1) of Ihe input and output 
coupling cavities of the disk-loaded waveguide (D1AVC) wiuld 
lead to RF-dcpendcnt transverse beam deflection. As a re-
suit, tbe amplitude asymmetry was almost entirely collected 
by a mechanical offset of the couplers. The phase asymmetry 
along the x-axis which was discovered after beginning of linac 
construction could not be corrected by a mechanical change 
within each section and it was compensated for by as alter
nation of the coupler orientation according to a scheme called 
(abab-baba). After the linac was put into operators, it was 
found that the coupler corrections had indeed been quite suc
cessful in compentitlng lor field asymmetries along the x-axis 
of (he couplers, but that other steering effects, both in x and 
in y, were apparent.5 More recent measurements lakco in I08O 
riuiwcit that for a gradient of 7 MeV/m, several linac girders 
[consisting of four accelerator sections) produced RF trans
verse kicks in phase with acceleration (cosine-like, as will be 
seen below) of up to IS kcV/c, both in x and y. It was also 
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Fig. I. Input of di*fc-h>adcd waveguide section showing co
ordinates and force components due to amplitude and phase 
asymmetries. 
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discovered by wing short RF and beam pulses that these ef
fects were ones eagsed by the main body of the sections and 
not necessarily by the couplers. Since these effects were too 
large to be explained by section or girder misalignment, it was 
thought that perhaps some internal misalignment at imperfec
tion of the disks and cylinders in the DLWG which could not be 
seen from tbe outside might be causing the problem. Curiosity 
about this unresolved question was recently revived when the 
time came to select • SLAC 3.0$ in - section for tbe first com
pressor section of tbe SLC. loth* compressor the electron ac<l 
positron hunches which emerge from the damping rings are 4 
or 51 hues longer than in the tinec and instead of riding close to 
the accelerating crest, must be centered Mr* ahead of the crest. 
RF phase-dependent momentum kicks which are not corrected 
can lead to unacceptable eminence growth. Could microwave 
mcsscrcmcnts on a section be used to detect amplitude and 
phase asymmetries, or at least to set an upper limit on their 
magnitude, thereby allowing to sort out a i undesirable DLWG 
section before installation! 

TVaosverae Momentum Kicks doe t o 
Accelerating Field Asymmetries 

Referring to Fig. 1, the transverse momentum Ap imparted 
to an electron traveling at an angle 0 with respect to the ac
celerating crest (J = 0) is given by;1 

where Ap can be in the x or y direction (or both) depending 
on the direction of the phase asymmetry dd or the ampli
tude asymmetry AE/E, measured along a or y over a beam 
aperture 2a; Et is the axial accelerating field, d is the cav
ity length along which the asymmetries are measured and av
eraged, and \ is the wavelength. To illustrate the magni
tude ol the quantities involved, it might be pointed out that 
when tbe couplers were originally built, it is believed that 
the quantity AE/Et along the x-axts over the beam aper
ture 2a was reduced to 0.1% Thus, for example for 2u ~ 
3.5 cm, ±E/2aE, ~ 0.01/meter, d = 1 * cm, A — 10.S cm 
and tE, = 10 McV/m (the presently chosen accelerating gra
dient in I he compressor). Ap* = 0.234 tint keV/m. Note that 
in Ihe compressor, the bunch wl'»h has a at of G mm or 20 s is 
limited by a transverse beam dipping to a total length to, a 
SO7 centered around 9 = -90". Thus the transverse atumen-
turn imparted to the Central electron is 0.331 fceV/< whereas 
Ihe extreme det Irons receive momenta of 0.150 keV/r, both ia 
the same direction. These quantities are extremely small and if 
nerenary can be compensated for by a dc steering dipole. Con-
vwcly, a phase asymmetry or skewing of A^/2a = l.4"/cin 
alnng the x-axis ie tbe input coupler lesrk to a Ir.-inwrse mo-
im-nluin Api = 13.2 cosf kcY/c which is equ.l1 to 2<-ro far Ihe 
center of the bunch but has opposite values of ±7Si keV/e 
fur the extreme electrons at ±(0* from the center. This rlfect 
noiihl mutt in a transverse shearing of tbe bunch. Fortu
nately, In first order, it can be compensated for by a minor 
angular till (3Ap.r/&PiJ of the section. 

Microwave Meaatircmn-t* 
fn order to explore the extent of possible amplitude and 

phase asymmetries in the DMVG constant-gradient section to 
be selected for the SLC compressor (3.05 m long, 83 cavities), it 
was nrressary to build a very accurate mechanical and RF set
up » bich is shown in Fig. 2. The principle of the measurement 
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Fig. 2. Mechanical and RF measurement set-up. 

Is that if a small bead is placed inrido an RF excited structure 
at coordinate [x, y, t), the perturbation causes a, small amount 
of power to be reflected, whose amplitude Et(z) is shown in 
Fig. 3 and given by: 

where K U a constant which depends on the bead, E{r,]), t) is 
the electric Geld at the bead, P(z) is the forward riwer flowing 
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Fig. 3. Effect of bead perturbation showing vectorial relation, 
snip between incident {£,-), reflected ( & ] end transmitted (£<) 

•cross the structure at z and 
ludii which b proportional to 

Mfc (he incident ware unphV 
fc(*i The reflection coefficient 

•I the bead is then pM = £Vf»/£;(x,. The, reflection eoeffl-
ured at the input or the section is p[Q).= 
t •>1.fj>n»*lirMi MHBVIIMSI tenkantiV ̂  t* [< U I M H 

ctcsi vebtch Mi tHft&ui>v a.*, i»e wpuf oi w e section js £iu) ^ 
£ ,r(0)/£',(0). For *Q «U«Bq»tioi> DBT, unit Irtjth o f it tf Wife 
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This is an interesting result because it shows t int lor a. 
constant-gradient structure where for any integer a. 
£ ( r , Vi *) ==£(*i V. = ± nd), p(0) is independent of which cav
ity tbo bead Is In and only depends on x and y. Assuming 
that £/(0J is constant, the square root of £ r (0) measured in 
the reflected arm of the fcBcctorneter is then proportional to 

Given the vectorial relationship between &r, £,- and £ i 
(the transmitted ware) shown in Fig. 3, as lone; as £ r remains 
sibaU, the angle bctwea £ j and Er is very dose to 00* and 
to first order does not change. Thus, a measurement or the 
phase change of J"r with respect to B,(0) at the phase bridge 
is also a measurement of the phase change of EJlz). The phase 
bridge shown In Fig. 2 which uses a double-balanced mixer 
was insensitive (o amplitude variations. Accurate phase mea
surements were made by reading a calibrated precision phase 
shifter which was used to zero the bridge output alter each 
head I 

Each of the 86 cavities of the compressor section was 
scanned with the bead. Amplitude and phase variations were 
plotted by hand for a few cavities (see Fig. 4) but phase vari
ations were recorded for every single cavity by means of an 
x-y recorder (see Fig. S). The points in Fig. 4 were obtained 
for n grid of 12 points per cavity in each plane (x and y) as 
shown (z=0 , ±d/4 , ±4(2, X and y = 0, ±0.$ cm). The ampli
tude plots show the effect of the space harmonics.1 As is well 
known, these are collinear and all to phase in the center of the 

Fig. 4. Phase and amplitude variations as plotted in successive 
cavities at various *jr and z coordinates. 
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Fig. 5. Pbase variations la transverse planes of early 
(a) and late (b) cavities showing change in phase 
"bowing." The continuous lines, which represent a, 
phase variation of about 1* between center ( i = y 
= 0) and disk edge (x or y — a) at r = ± 4 mm, are 
symmetrical with respect to the z-axis. The dashed 
lines are "skewed* and give a net asymmetry A£ . ' 

cavity (z — 0) and alternately inphase and l£u" oat of phase 
at I be disk edge (z ~ ±d/2). The resulting field variations 
are on the order of 3 to 1 as shown. The amplitude measure
ments as a fund ion of x and y were reliable to an accuracy of 
l ie for a and y = ±0.5 em, giving an equivalent upper limit 
to AB/SaE, of I/m, or A p m « < 5.3SkeV/c per cavity for 
the compressor. Since the amplitude measurements were very 
time-consuming and earlier beam measurements on the accel
erator bad not shown any systematic sinC-like steering eflects 
[see Eq. (1)], only a few cavities were scanned carefully. 

The phase measurements were made much more systemat
ically in each cavity because, indeed, most of the past beam-
si erring observations had been cosf-like. Figure 4 shows the 
120° phase advance per cavity characteristic of the 2- /3 mode 
used at SLAC, Note the difference between the plots for x and 
y = 0 and those for X and y = ±0,5 cm. This difference can 
be better understood by looking at the solid line phase varia
tions (leading on-axia and Jagging off-axis) shown in Fig. 5(a) . 
which exhibit "phase bowing" as one approaches the disk ra
dius where the phase is more nearly stationary. In the first 
70 or so cavities, the phase bowing exhibited mirror symme
try wilb rupee* to the j = 0 plane of the cavity. In the last 
Tew cavities, however, it assumed a shape like in Fig. 5(b). 
This gradual flip-over seemed to be related to the thickness 
and dielectric constant ol the string and is briefly discussed 
below. The uncertainty introduced by this observation was 
eliminated by turning the structure around, thereby switch
ing input and output. Then the downstream cavity patterns 
looked again as in Fig. 5(a). The transverse phase asymmetry 
was measured by examining each of three planes per cavity fz 
<= 0, i = ±0.-1 em) and seeing whether there was any average 
pba«e skewing over the beam aperture as indicated schemati
cally by the dashed phase lines. The input coupler was found 
to have a phase skewing of l.2"/cm and the output coupler of 
—0.G"/cm. All other cavities seemed to be symmetrical to at 
least Q.OS'-O.l'/cin, which was the limit of accuracy to which 
the measurements could be made. A phase skewing of 0.1°/cm 
represents a maximum Ap at the 2ffs edge of the beam in the 
coinjircssrir of ±0.05 keV/c. Assuming that these asymmetries 
of < 0.1°/cm are random in sign and therefore not additive 
(i.e. they average out to zero net transverse momentum), one 
would have to assume that a section with such characteristics 
is acceptable for the compressor. The transverse momentum 
kicks on the order of 5-18 keV/c produced By a number of 
SLAC linae girders and observed on the beam along both x 
and y axes would have to be explained by non-random me
chanical effects or some other phenomenon. 

Experimental Condition! 
A few of the stringent experimental conditions which made 

these tests possible are discussed below: 

(a) The entire DLWC-rectangular waveguide set-up had 
to be temperature stabilized to within ±0.1*(? at if.'C and 
purged constantly with dry Nitrogen at the same temperature. 

(b) After considerable experimentation, the best bead 
turned oct to be a hollow hypodermic needle I1.D. = 0.15 mm, 
O.D. := 0.3 mm, length = 7.3 torn) which, when in the center 
or the cavity, introduced a reflection coefficient p(0) = 0.08 
(YSVYR = 1.17), Tbe best siring bad an O.D. of 0.13 mm. 
The reflection introduced by its presence was about 0.02. This 
reflection (I vtelhcr with all other imperfections of the section) 
was matched out externally to a f[<t) ~ 0.005 before tbe nee
dle AM introduced into tbe section. A thicker string was used 
at first but turned out to already produce the effect shown in 
Fig. 3(b) when the needle was half-way through the section. 
Although this effect is not well understood, it is suspected that 
it has to do wiib the local p[i] which, toward the output of the 
section, is 3.12 times larger than at * = 0, i.e. 0.25, due to 
attenuation, When p[i) reaches this magnitude, the perturba
tion measurement loses Its validity, 

(c) The positioning of the needle in x and y was made 
rrpi-nt able to 0.05 mm. This was verified with a horoscope. 
The drive mechanism shown in Fig. 2 consisted of a motor 
and three anti-backlash gears which drove the string by means 
of two parallel micrometers, one at each end of the section. 
The micrometers tracked to within 10 microns of each other. 
The effect of the catenary of the string was minimized by only 
sweeping it in tbe horizontal plane. The section was rotated 
by 00° to scan the section in the other plane. The z-coordinate 
of the needle was checked frequently by driving it to one end 
or the other of the section. The center of each cavity (z = O) 
was loralcd by searching the plane for maximum p(0). 
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